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Mr.Atkinson that by any movement, any increase in induction through one
coil, is balanced by a decrease in some other coil or coils. This is
the case with Manchester-type fields or with iron-clad fields, if the
fields are cut right through. In a case tried by the writer where
with about 1-16th inch clearance the shaft of a small 5-inch
diameter armature, 1 inch diameter, always bent so that it touched
the poles, cutting through reduced the side field practically to
nil, the effect being inappreciable.*

So far as small air space dynamos are concerned, Mr. Mordey's
jraper will not, in the view of the writer, advance our knowledge
far; but for moderate air space machines of medium dimensions
there is every possibility that the attention called by Mr. Mordey
to chord winding, or its equivalent, will have useful results.

Mr. Mordey. Mr. W. M. MORDEY, in reply, said: I pass over the compli-
mentary remarks made by several speakers. I am very much
obliged for them.

Professor Thompson's reference to some of our joint studies
of this subject is incomplete in one particular. Before the Eyan
proposals were announced, we had gone carefully into a con-
struction which has, I think, never been tried. The stationary
conductors which surrounded the armature were to be of iron
fixed to, but insulated from, the pole-faces of the magnet with the
idea of avoiding the increased reluctance, these iron conductors
carrying both the current and the magnetism. The working
drawings made it appear that the advantages of this construction
would be too dearly purchased, and we therefore did not complete
our patent.

Mr. W. B. Sayers's interesting contribution to this discussion
will well repay study, especially the particulars he gives as to his
own practice. His unwillingness to accept my facts, so evident
in the first portion of his remarks, need not now be referred to in
detail, because in his second and later contribution he practically
does accept them. I may, however, be allowed to express my
admiration for one who refuses to believe in facts until he has
invented a theory of his own to explain them.

* See The Electrician, No. 995 (June 11, 1897), p. 215.
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But Mr. Sayers is wanting in faith in the efficacy of my Mr. Mordey.
proposals, so far as large machines are concerned. As on this
point I have no facts to put forward, I will not attempt to discuss
it; I will only say that, so far as I can see (and after consideration
of all that has been advanced in this discussion), what is sauce for
the gosling is sauce for the goose. I may add that whether the
proposals are useful or not on very large two-pole machines is not a
matter of great importance, because such machines are likely to
become obsolete on the score of cost. For all large work,
especially slow-speed work, the cheaper constructions are
undoubtedly multipolar; and as a large multipolar dynamo,
properly considered, is merely a number of small dynamoes
disposed about one shaft, I foresee no difficulty with them which
cannot be met by methods proved to be efficacious by trial on
small machines.

An objection put forward by Mr. Sayers and others is that the
drum dynamo referred to in the paper as greatly improved by the
alteration of its winding must have been, at the start, a very bad
machine, and, therefore, is not a fair example. But the whole object
of my paper was to show how to make bad machines into good
ones. The dynamo referred to was specially used to show how
an inexpensive machine that would have been rejected on account
of sparking (although otherwise a good and well-made machine)
was not only made to run sparklessly, but was at the same time
still further cheapened and was also made more efficient. It does
not follow that no improvement is to be obtained in dynamoes
which work well already; in such cases the improvement must be
applied to get equally good results at less cost, or, in other
words, to increase the satisfactory working range of machines of a
given cost.

I may appropriately explain here how the windings described
in this paper originated, so far as I am concerned. When Mr.
Sayers read the papers describing his very ingenious devices, I
was behind no one in my admiration of his work, but a study of
the subject always left me with the feeling that only a very small
portion of his auxiliary winding was' really essential. For
example, if on an armature he bad, let us «ay, 100 conductors, lie
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Mr. Mordey. placed, let us say, 100 auxiliary conductors, or "commutator
" coils." Now of these 100 extra conductors he only used,
at any one time, one or two at each brush—perhaps four
altogether—but in order to have four always available at the
right place he had to provide 100, and allow 96 of them to be
idle. It seemed to me some simpler way might be found of
obtaining at least a partial solution of the problem—some way of
arranging the ordinary winding so as to get the effect of the four
useful turns without the necessity for adding the 96 useless turns.
If the winding shown in Fig. 5 and other figures be studied, it
will be found that for all practical purposes it is this desired
simpler way. The " element " shown in thick lines in Fig. 5 is
substantially identical with the Sayers " element," only, instead
of being composed of a useful turn in series with an ordinarily
useless or idle extra turn, it is composed of two of the useful turns,
one of which for the moment is reversed and is acting as a
" commutator coil."

Admirable as is the conception of Mr. Sayers's arrangement, it
must be admitted that his extra winding occupies a considerable
space which might otherwise be occupied by useful conductors.
This is well shown in his Fig. 4. One-third of the slots (that is,
one-third of the whole armature) is so occupied. It says much
for the Sayers winding that, in spite of this, it will give results
excelling ordinary machines.

Mr. Esson was very hard on me. He said there was very
little in the paper. I quite agree with him. I only aimed at

, putting another brick on a wall in process of erection. He
intimated especially that there was no reference to what he had
written in 1886. The literature of the dynamo is very extensive,
and I must confess I am not acquainted with all of i t ; but I am
acquainted with many of the excellent things which Mr. Esson
has written, and I think I have studied them all at one time
or another; but, unlike the papers of the Hopkinsons, of Swin-
burne, and of Sayers, they had not helped me in the present
matter. As to matters of spelling, it really does not matter
whether we agree or not.

But the real interest of Mr. Esson's remarks lies in his long-
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continued efforts to make good toothed armatures. He never Mr. Mordey.
succeeded, and now, with as good a grace as he can, he should
stand aside and let other people try.

[Mr. ESSON : I did succeed.]
Mr. Esson says that slotted armature machines were given up

on the score of cost. They are, however, much cheaper than
smooth-core machines, if properly made. I think, if Mr. Esson
were to take some of his old machines and convert them, as I have
suggested, he would be so surprised at the result that he would
not be able to recognise them as his own.

He refers me to Mr. Swinburne as having practically said
everything and forestalled everything I have said in this paper.
I need not say that I am greatly indebted to Mr. Swinburne's
paper, and have duly acknowledged, my indebtedness. But Mr.
Swinburne has been a great deal kinder to me than Mr, Esson.
He has written me a very kind and generous letter about this
poor paper of mine—a letter just as generous as Mr. Esson's
remarks are the reverse. Most of Mr. Esson's remarks are quite
irrelevant to the subject under discussion ; but I may be allowed
to allude to some of them, to prevent misunderstanding. He
refers to the fact that I once said the hysteresis loss in trans-
formers got less at full load. I did say so, and many people wrote
and spoke about it, and said that I could not be right. A very
complete investigation was made at King's College, and was
quietly published by Mr. Wilson in the Electrician some months
afterwards. It was so extremely scientific that very few people
read it, and still fewer understood it; but the result arrived at by
that investigation was that I was right. The effect was a small
one, and of no practical importance, and I am a little at a loss to
know why it should now be referred to.

Then Mr. Esson says that I objected in 1886 to small air
gaps. I did; I objected to them as it was proposed to make
them at that time, and Mr. Swinburne now, in effect, says I was
quite right. I objected to them because I knew their effect in
the slotted armature machines which Mr. Esson was making, and
I object to them still if they are made as they -were then made.
But I have been misunderstood if I have given the impression
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Mr. Mordey. that I recommend very small air gaps, even now. I have only
tried to show how to work without very large air gaps.

Mr. Esson is curiously incorrect in his reference to the position
I took up ten years ago on the theories of Profs. Ayrton and Perry
regarding electric motors. I only refer to this matter to prevent
misunderstanding of the drift of my paper.

If my critic, instead of relying on a treacherous memory, had
looked up the paper of Ayrton and Perry,* and my paper, f he
would have found that the Professors advocated weak fields and
relatively strong armatures,—that I showed the better plan
was to use a strong field and an armature magnetically weak, so
as to react on and disturb the field as little as possible. This
principle has, I am glad to think, been generally adopted by
electrical engineers. My present proposals follow up and are
based on the same principle, providing means for still further
weakening the magnetic effect of the armature—that is, reducing
the armature reaction—and drawing attention to what appears to
to be the best way of obtaining a strong field in the gap.

I am obliged to Mr. Raworth for so kindly referring to the
actual experience of the Brush Company.

In reply to Mr. Scott, I may say that the C2 K loss is not
perceptibly increased in ring armatures, while in drums it is
reduced. I quite agree with his objection to soldered joints. As
a matter of fact the machines actually made had not any soldered
joints at all. It is a good thing to get rid of the soldering iron,
which is the curse of all winding shops.

Mr. Mavor's remarks were very interesting and instructive. I
wish he had given us some particulars of the sizes of the shafts,
and the sizes of the armatures and the gaps which were used,
particularly with reference to the question of bearing troubles
referred to by himself and others. The difficulty of keeping the
shafts stiff enough or true enough is one I have not experienced.

Mr. Crompton is very naturally a little indisposed to be
converted to any new construction; but I hope that, if I
cannot convert him, Mr. Brown will be more successful. Mr.

* Journal, vol. xii., 1883.
f Philosophical Magazine, Jan., 1886.
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Crompton thinks we should not revert to internal magnets, Mr. Mordey.
because we cannot adjust the brushes. I am not specially
advocating internal revolving magnets. I have only alluded to
them because it seems to me that the advances made since they
were originally proposed are sufficient to remove some of the
objections which then stood in the way of their adoption.

For example, we know perfectly well that in many cases we
do run now where we cannot adjust the brushes. There are
thousands of tram-cars running to-day where no attempt is made
to adjust the brushes. If we do not now adjust when the field
is fixed, there is no particular reason for retaining fixed fields for
the sake of this adjustment.

Mr. Hawkins concludes his interesting remarks by confessing
that he cannot understand how the proposals made in my paper
can improve the collection, but I am glad to think that does
not exactly disprove my facts. Mr. Hawkins says chord winding
has always been known. I should like to ask, Who has known or
realised its effects ? Where is the maker of it, in spite of the
commercial competition, and all the scientific study and all the
reams of mathematics which have been written on it ? Who is
to-day making slotted chord-wound armatures ? The proof that
the advantages of these things have not been known and realised,
is that they have not been acted on by Mr. Hawkins and others.

Mr. Gradsby has referred to diagonal windings and diagonal
poles. I remember Mr. Sayers showing me a machine at
Birmingham some years ago constructed in that way; it was
tried and abandoned. I think to some extent such an arrange-
ment does give some slight useful result, but not very much—
partly because the poles shield the magnetising space, and for
other reasons into which I need not go now. Machines made in
this way have been supplied by the Brush Company.

I am very pleased to see the contributions to the discussions
sent in to the Journal, as I have always felt that the papers read
before this Institution should be discussed in the Journal rather
than in the various technical periodicals. I cannot, however,
refer to these communications in detail (nor, indeed, to a great
many points raised in other portions of the discussion), unless I

VOL. xxvi. 43
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Mr Mordey. write another paper; but I am sure they will add to the value of
the discussion as a whole. I have to thank Lord Kelvin for
sending his explanation of the absence of drag on buried
conductors. The effect of the flexibility of the conductor was a
point that received attention, but the possible error due to this
cause appeared to be relatively unimportant.

Mr. S. Gr. Brown's remarks are especially welcome to me,
as they so entirely confirm the experimental results I have
obtained.

Mr. Atkinson's remarks deserve fuller consideration than I
can now give them.

Mr. Swinburne's communication is apt and clear, so far as the
special subject of my paper goes, and I thank him for it. I am
glad to find that he is in general agreement with me. But Mr.
Swinburne cannot write on this subject without throwing some
new light on it, or raising some interesting practical question ;
and he now puts forward a hypothesis that is at any rate new to me.
His statement that the pull is all at the fringes, and that " the
" torque is devoted to overcoming the difference of pull at the two
" fringes," requires some consideration. I do not say that I
decline to accept it, but I may explain why I am not at present con-
vinced. Cases are conceivable where there is no fringe. For
instance, in the Ryan method, armature reaction is neutralised by
placing all round the armature a belt of fixed conductors carrying
current equal in amount and opposite in direction to the current
in the armature conductors. In such a case there can be no
difference of fringe, but obviously the torque must be just the
same as in an ordinary case. Then, again, in the case of a
"unipolar" dynamo, where the poles are continuous, there maybe
an equally distributed distortion, but there can be no fringe.
If the view is correct that absence of fringe means absence of
torque, then such machines should be incapable of working; but
we know they do work.

In reply to Mr. Kapp's remarks on the subject of output, I
can only wait for him to assure himself by actual trial that the
load limit of a dynamo can actually be considerably raised in all
cases where the present limit is not rise of temperature. As to
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the experiment on drag, I believe the lag must have been Mr.
very small, because the external circuit was practically non-
inductive, and the self-induction of the coil itself also low, as
shown by the very small inductive drop in the alternator. Let
me say how glad I am to see Mr. Kapp once more taking, part
in the proceedings of this Institution.

To those critics who object to certain proposals in my paper
that they cannot give good results because they fail to satisfy the
•conditions of sparkless collection demanded by theory, I would,
in conclusion, suggest the following considerations :—

The fundamental data of all electro-magnetic problems consist,
it is true, of a few quantities related to each other individually by
simple enough laws, about which there is little doubt; but,
nevertheless, as soon as we have to deal with an actual problem,
such as* the commutation of a dynamo, we find that the inter-
action of the various quantities is so complex that we must
content ourselves with approximate theoretical solutions. We
must be careful to guard ourselves against the fact that quantities
and effects which in one particular case are negligible, in another
.and apparently similar case may become of such great importance
as to vitiate our results and necessitate a modification of our
views.

An example will illustrate my meaning. The dynamo referred
to in my paper, and which yielded the results shown in Fig. 9,
would not work with carbon brushes, even at small load. The
•collection was execrable. The results obtained were with copper
brushes. Other cases where the exact reverse occurs are common
in my experience, and doubtless in that of others. Every practical
•constructor knows that very slight changes sometimes produce
effects quite out of proportion to the apparent insignificance of
the changes, and he has sadly to acknowledge, in such cases, that
theory has utterly failed him. If he is a wise man, he will not
blame the theory, but he will determine in future to theorise
after the* event. ,

The PRESIDENT : Gentlemen,—I am sure you will all agree The
with me that it is a matter of regret that this paper was not read
earlier in the season, so that we might have devoted at least two
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The evenings to the discussion. But I can assure you it is not the
fault of the Council, as we did our best to obtain this paper from
Mr. Mordey at a very much earlier period. However, it is better
late than never; and, as the hour is also very late, I shall do no
more than ask you to accord with acclamation a vote of thanks to
Mr. Mordey for his paper.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

The PRESIDENT : I have to announce that the scrutineers
report the following candidates to have been duly elected:—

Associates:

Or. Chandra Bose.
Robert Campbell.
John William Fielding.
James L. Grolding.

Lionel Edward Harvey.
John Douglas Knight.
Emile George Lind.
William Eamsay.

William Eoutledge.


